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ABSTRACT
The Vector-Mag system is flown on a Cessna 2M Ailcraft and measares the total magnetic

fietd using threi Scintrex H6 cesium vapour sensors, two mounted on the wingtips and a third
-instatled 

as a conventional tail stinger enablingboth transvene and longindinal gradients to
be measured The magnetometer counting circuitry and aircraft acEtisition system *'ere
developed at Aerodata Holdings Ltd., Australia Separation between the wingip senson is
14.9 metres and the axial separation between the tail sensor md wingtip sensorE is 6.9 metres.

Compensation of aircraft muneuwe noise wos occomplishedwith in-house softwue to
reduce noise levels by focton of 1&20.

Recently a PICODAS gradiometer acEtisitio4 system was installed in ihe aircraft. The system

samples each sensor with a resolution of ltr'nT ond the compensation software reduces

manoeuwe noise to less than lOpt/metre.

Gradiometer mea.surernents offer a number of advontages over meaEurements of the total mag-
netic intensity. Supeior resolution of closely spaced geological features and better definition
and lacation of geological contacts are important advantages in qloration.

Very small vuiations in the total field data can be assigned to geological or other non-tem-
poral sources if they are suppofted by conespondingvariations in he gradients. This con-

fidence is of vital importance in exploration for dionondiferous kimberlites and lamproites'
ond other taryets such as precious and base metal ore bodies with minor associaled pynhotite
where the magnetic response of the target is subdted Gmdient data also enhonces neat sur-

face feaures and disciminates against deeper featurcs.

Hoimntal gradient informolion can be incorporated into the imaging wtd contouing of total
field data permitting a better portroyal of geological trends, overuoming the bullseye' and other
mapping enon commonly created by onisotropic sanpling of futa-

Arrow maps where the total horimntal gradient vector is represented os on arrory and con-
toun of total hoizontal gradient and total horimntal gradient processed with antomatic gain
control (AGC) have proved to be useful displays of grodient fota As with total magnetic in-
tensity information the image processor offen dccisive advantages for the display of magnetic
gradient data ludicious use of colour and shading enables a geologicalty meaningfitl presen-
tation where subtle magnetic features arc emphasiztd
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